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SECOND QUARTER 2019 ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL MARKETS REVIEW
Stocks rallied strongly during the first quarter of this year as the major market indices erased losses
caused by the late-2018 stock market plunge. However, volatility returned during the second quarter
because concerns regarding the weak global economy and escalating trade tensions created anxiety
among investors and traders. Over the last several years, the U.S. economy has been stronger than
the economies of other developed foreign countries. However, there is a concern that global
economic weakness could begin to negatively impact U.S. economic growth. The trade war with China
could exacerbate the global economic slowdown because the U.S. and Chinese economies, the two
largest economies in the world, will likely both be harmed in the near term. Due to these economic
concerns, investors began to anticipate that the Federal Reserve Board will lower interest rates in
order to create stability. The anticipation of a stimulative interest rate cut put the stock market back
on track, and the S&P 500 Index ended the first half of this year up 17.35%, while the Dow Jones
Industrial Average finished up 14.03%. In contrast to last year, declining interest rates in the bond
market caused bonds to appreciate during the first half of the year. As a result, the Bloomberg Barclays
U.S. Intermediate Government/Credit Bond Index gained 4.97% during the first half of this year.*
Despite the positive first half of 2019, global economic and trade concerns still linger, which could
lead to additional volatility throughout the rest of the year. After it appeared that the U.S. and China
were very close to a comprehensive trade deal in April, negotiations suddenly broke down, leading to
concerns about a longer-term trade conflict between the two countries. A continuing trade war with
China can continue to disrupt global supply chains and cause corporations all over the world to rein
in spending due to trade and economic uncertainty. In addition to the insecurity created by the trade
war with China, tariffs placed on goods imported by both countries will likely be passed on to
consumers, resulting in rising costs of goods. If the cost of goods increases, consumers may spend
less, causing the U.S. economy to slow. Investors are also concerned that if consumers join
corporations in becoming uncertain about their financial future, the U.S. economy will weaken,
potentially leading to a recession. A U.S. recession would result in lower corporate earnings - on which
stock prices are based.
Because of uncertainty regarding the global economy and additional damage inflicted by the China
trade war, there has recently been a “flight to safety” where global investors have been seeking the
shelter of U.S. government bonds. This demand for U.S. bonds has led to higher bond prices and lower
bond yields (there is an inverse relationship between bond prices and bond yields). Lower interest
rates in the bond market combined with worries about the global economy, exacerbated by trade
concerns, have led to hopes that the Federal Reserve Board will lower their benchmark interest rate
this year. Interest rate cuts by the Fed to stimulate growth would have short-term positive
implications for stocks. This is because, despite economic and trade concerns, there are very few
choices for investors beyond the stock market when interest rates are suppressed and bond prices
are elevated.
A lack of other viable investment options and avoidance of a U.S. recession could prevent a long-term
bear market decline for stocks for now. However, it is even more important than usual to invest in the
right types of stocks. For example, if the trade conflict is prolonged, companies that depend on
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demand or supplies from China are likely going to underperform. Conversely, U.S. companies that
derive their profits primarily in the U.S. as opposed to foreign countries may outperform companies
that rely primarily on foreign sales. Companies that provide relatively large dividends may be
attractive compared to low bond market interest rates. Until it appears that overseas economies are
recovering, we continue to favor U.S. stocks over their foreign counterparts.
As long as the global economic slowdown and trade wars do not lead to a recession in the U.S., we
believe that any stock market weakness in the second half of this year could create good buying
opportunities for long-term investors. We are particularly interested in mid-size company stocks
because they do not typically have as much foreign exposure as large companies and they are
generally less volatile than small-size company stocks. We will be more concerned about a long-term
decline in stocks if interest rates begin to rise again. This is because rising interest rates would create
higher borrowing costs for the U.S. government, businesses, and consumers, leading to a longer-term
economic downturn.
In the meantime, please contact us if you have any questions regarding your investments or the
financial markets in general.

* Index returns were obtained from the Wall St. Journal and Bloomberg Barclays on June 29, 2019.
Please remember that past performance may not be indicative of future results. Different types of investments
involve varying degrees of risk, and there can be no assurance that the future performance of any specific
investment, investment strategy, or product (including the investments and/or investment strategies
recommended or undertaken by Nadler Financial Group, Inc.), or any non-investment related content, made
reference to directly or indirectly in this commentary will be profitable, equal any corresponding indicated
historical performance level(s), be suitable for your portfolio or individual situation, or prove successful. Due to
various factors, including changing market conditions and/or applicable laws, the content may no longer be
reflective of current opinions or positions. Moreover, you should not assume that any discussion or information
contained in this commentary serves as the receipt of, or as a substitute for, personalized investment advice from
Nadler Financial Group, Inc. Please remember to contact Nadler Financial Group, Inc., in writing, if there are any
changes in your personal/financial situation or investment objectives for the purpose of reviewing
/evaluating/revising our previous recommendations and/or services, or if you would like to impose, add, or to
modify any reasonable restrictions to our investment advisory services. Nadler Financial Group, Inc. is neither a
law firm, nor a certified public accounting firm, and no portion of the commentary content should be construed
as legal or accounting advice. A copy of the Nadler Financial Group Inc.’s current written disclosure Brochure
discussing our advisory services and fees continues to remain available upon request, or at
www.nadlerfinancial.com.
Historical performance results for investment indices, benchmarks, and/or categories have been provided for
general informational / comparison purposes only, and generally do not reflect the deduction of transaction
and/or custodial charges, the deduction of an investment management fee, nor the impact of taxes, the
incurrence of which would have the effect of decreasing historical performance results. It should not be assumed
that your Nadler Financial Group, Inc. account holdings correspond directly to any comparative indices or
categories. Please Also Note: (1) performance results do not reflect the impact of taxes; (2) comparative
benchmarks/indices may be more or less volatile than your Nadler Financial Group, Inc. accounts; and, (3) a
description of each comparative benchmark/index is available upon request.

